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Perform® FSD (For Securities Dealers) is 
used on fast-paced Sales and Trading desks 
to increase sales by quickly discovering 
trading opportunities. 
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Portfolio Database

Database of over 6,100 
funds and separate accounts

Store your confidential, 
sensitive portfolios

Selected Perform client 
portfolios available

All municipal bond types are 
represented



Database of over 5,800 
funds and separate accounts

Perform buy-side client 
portfolios available

EMMA surveillance 
tools and documents

Contact 
Information

Holdings

Asset Exposure

Maturity Exposure

Portfolio Summary presents exposure, 
holding, and prospect data for each portfolio



Sales and Trading Tools

Identify holders of specific 
bonds or issuers

Find CUSIP matchers 
between accounts

Expose accounts’ recent 
trading activity

Fill current inquiries



Identify holders Tax Gain/Loss

Searches find bonds by CUSIP, issuer, 
gain/loss, and other attributes



Par held by Invesco

Find Invesco CUSIPs also 
held by Nuveen and/or 

Blackrock
Par held by Nuveen 

and Blackrock

Search for matchers crosses accounts or 
portfolios to find identical CUSIPs



Dated date helps determine 
new issue or secondary trade

Par decrease

Par increase

Identify which issuers are approved 
and being actively traded

Change Reports reflect the trades clients are 
doing as their portfolios update



Advanced Portfolio Analysis

Analyze portfolio structure 
using reports and graphs

EMMA surveillance 
tools and documents

Create what-if scenarios with 
simulations modeling

Add CreditScope for 
in-depth credit analysis 



Graph a portfolio or account by 
sector, coupon, obligor, etc.

Drilling into the column identifies holdings

Portfolio’s profile quickly shows portfolio 
structure by attribute



Link leads to event document

Holdings impacted by event, 
by portfolio

EMMA Surveillance searches  access to events 
related to holdings



See financial, pension, and 
demographic data

Identify holders of a credit

CreditScope® links issues to holdings and 
provides consistently fielded financials



OUR COMPANY
Investortools has been a leading provider of fixed income tools for over 35 years. Our 
software is used by over 200 financial institutions to manage the daily challenges unique 
to fixed income portfolio management and credit analysis.

OUR CLIENTS
Broker-Dealers                                                 Traders
SMA Portfolio Managers                                Retail Sales
Institutional Portfolio Managers Credit Research Analysts

CONTACT
Dmitri Abanin, CFA
630-466-6404
Dmitri.Abanin@Invtools.com


